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1
MEET JB WILLIAMS

On OctOber 31, 1907, a Black man named Alex 

Johnson was arrested in Cameron, Texas. The charge: 

attempting to assault a white woman. Those kinds of 

accusations usually brought automatic death sentences 

with no evidence or proof of guilt required.

When word spread that Johnson would not receive 

the death penalty, hundreds of white people assembled 

around the jail. The mob used sledgehammers to break 

down jail doors and remove the prisoner. According 

to newspapers, the unstoppable, bloodthirsty crowd 

meant to have Mr. Johnson at any cost. The mob of 
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An anti-lynching poster issued by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
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angry white men moved “like the swollen stream of a 

mountain.” Anyone who tried to stop them would have 

been killed. Not even the sheriff tried to intervene.

Huddled behind the locked doors of his nearby med-

ical office, Dr. Aaron Nixon could only listen in horror 

as Johnson cried while being tortured. Meanwhile, 

white spectators pulled out chairs and sat on the bal-

conies of surrounding buildings to watch their victim 

being led across the courtyard to a large oak tree and 

lynched. The newspapers deemed the crowd “orderly.”

Johnson’s death was one of many lynchings that 

occurred in the area, and it was enough to make Dr. 

Nixon and his college friend, teacher Jasper Buchanan 

Williams, decide it was time to leave Cameron. Both 

men held a special hatred for the lynching of Black 

people that occurred year after year. Jasper Williams 

burned with a passion for civil rights. He was described 

as a “driving, ambitious man who realized much was 

wrong with society.”

They moved to El Paso, a place called Sun City that 

was rumored to be slightly less hostile to Black people. 
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Jasper may have had a personal reason for choosing 

El Paso as his new home. Clara Belle Drisdale, a former 

Cameron teacher and his future wife, now taught in 

El Paso.

Clara Belle Drisdale was born in Plum, Texas, in 

1885, the eldest child of sharecroppers and former 

slaves. Sharecroppers farmed land owned by someone 

else, using a portion of the crops to pay for rent and 

the cost of seeds and other supplies. Sharecropping 

could be a good way for people with limited start-

up funds to make a beginning, if the landowner was  

fair. The Drisdale family was lucky. The man who 

owned their land was fair in his accounting of their 

debts and payments. Besides, Clara Belle admit-

ted years later, as a child she sometimes leaned 

on the scales just a tiny bit when it was time to 

weigh the crops she’d gathered to gain a little extra  

money.

Her family took the name Drisdale from their 

former owners. Her father never attended school but 

taught himself to read and write with an old spelling 
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Clara Belle Drisdale Williams.
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